Preface
This manual, a collection of articles that have been gathered from many sources, and in some
cases, prepared at the Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council, evolved as a result of trying to
capture the most concise papers ever written about “cooperatives” and compile them into one
notebook for easy reference by those new to the concept.
There are several misconceptions about cooperatives, many of which started in grade school
aligning these modern day businesses with organizations owned and controlled by the state
in such countries as the old Soviet Union. That is far from the truth. Others align this
business model with the many housing and food cooperatives found in larger cities
throughout the U.S. These consumer type cooperatives, largely operated on a daily basis by
the members themselves, are still far from the truth in how farmer owned and controlled
organizations operate today in the form of high - dollar enterprises in the risky business of
agriculture.
This manual is intended to be a quick reference for the new and emerging leaders to this
business concept. It is a collection of the best of the best! It was not developed to be
glossy, polished, or trying to impress. Instead, to be brief, to the point, and learn at your
own pace with regards to elements of the co-op business model. In short, to bring those
interested, up to speed in a much quicker and thorough manner. We hope you accept it with
this understanding.
Just as 2 + 2 has always equaled 4, some of the articles in this manual are dated but although
they were written years ago, the basic understanding has never waivered since their
development in England in the 1800s. From a copyright standpoint, credit has been given
appropriately and written permission has been granted by those preparing many of the
papers. Many of the papers would not win a prize in the academic community, but that is
not the point of the manual. Instead, to be to the point and capturing the essence of this very
misunderstood business model.
As people’s appetite for consuming information changes, we took the liberty to also prepare
this manual electronically. In general, we did not use page numbers in this manual, but when
they are included they are appearing as they did in the original article. In short, we reprinted
the articles as they originally appeared elsewhere.
Although 2015 is the initial edition of this manual and in this form, we are also developing
it to possibly alter, add or subtract to its content as necessary to stay in step with the needs at
the time.
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History and Structure
“The Four Basic Business Models”
These eight pages were taken from a three-ring notebook called “Taking Care of Business” and
prepared by the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, emphasizing “cooperatives” are one
of the four basic business models.
“Evolution and History of the Co-op Business Model”
These eight papers were taken from a three-ring notebook developed by the Cooperative
Council of North Carolina, and via four short articles, explain how the business model evolved
and includes a copy of and an explanation of the one page federal law allowing farmers to
collectively meet and harness their energy into one undertaking.

Co-op 101
(Table of Contents)
A series of one and two-page papers regarding some aspect of cooperative understanding to
include…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An eight-page document on “As the Board Chairman, How Do I Manage the Board”
A four-page Do’s and Don’t’s paper on serving as a director titled, “How to Rise Above
the Crowd”
A two-page paper on “Ten Plus Ideas for Better Board/Member Communication”
A paper on “Cooperative Principles”
A paper on “Cooperative Board/General Manager Roles”
A two-page paper titled, “Universal Challenges Facing Cooperatives”
A paper on “Steps in Organizing a Cooperative”
A paper distinguishing between a “Centralized” and “Federated” regional cooperative
A paper describing “Types of Membership” and “Nonexempt” vs. “Exempt”
cooperatives
A two-page paper titled “Cooperative Director’s Code of Conduct”
A paper titled “A Creed for Cooperative Members”
A paper titled “Common Problems Faced by New/Start Up Agricultural Cooperatives”
A two-page paper titled “Advantages of Trading Through a Cooperative”
A paper worksheet titled “Co-op RISK Exposure Model”
A two-page paper titled, “Cotton—Annual Co-op Board Governance Program of
Work”
A two-page paper titled “Grain and Farm Supply—Annual Co-op Board Governance
Program of Work”
A two-page paper titled, “Parliamentary Procedure Table of Motions”
A two-page paper titled “Distinguishing Characteristics Among Cooperative Types”

UNIVERSAL CHALLENGES FACING COOPERATIVES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Loose internal controls.
The employee that has political leverage with some of the directors over the
general manager and takes advantage of it from time to time.
We should build financial positions in our co-ops to lessen RISK. How do you
convince a membership of this policy?
Information technology…adapting to the younger farmers.
We must meet member’s needs cheaper, quicker and better.
There are tighter supply chains in agriculture…fertilizer, fuel, etc. How do we
deal with it?
Increased market volatility and impacts on co-ops.
Niches…be fast or be gone!
Co-op decision-making is slow, given its structure. How do you compensate and
deal with it versus the independent competition?
Is financial return enough?
Cost control is a must to survive.
Some co-ops are missing out on alliances with other co-ops because they want
to keep their own identity.
VOLTALITY is here to stay and will increase. We must learn to deal with it!
How?
With respect to market volatility, how do we convince the leadership team and
membership to retain more funds within the co-op?
What can we do to better regulate or raise expectations of board meeting
attendance?
Changing employee culture (Today, many people will not work 24/7 for long periods).
Managing tradition in co-ops, but staying ahead of change.
Concentrate on creating “wealth” or “value” for the membership.
The “problem” or “ineffective” director.
Governing member expectations by age groups.
Managing the younger work force who thinks differently.
The new manager and the 25 year office manager dilemma who has more
political leverage with the board and membership.
Capital accessibility---does it bother you?
The use of non-traditional ventures and structures (i.e. Sunray, UCG)
Lowering stock retirement and the value we should place on stock.
Director succession management and officer selection.
Infrastructure investment / best model for growth / criteria.
Director compensation.
Jeopardizing the business on one individual.

- over -

UNIVERSAL CHALLENGES FACING COOPERATIVES

30.
31.
32.
33.

The ripple effect of a bad economy, banking changes, transparency issues,
auditing standards, etc. on a local co-op.
Proper use of debt.
Board duty of service.
Competitive threats…how do you deal with competition?

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Do we need “monthly” board meetings today given all the technology?
Shorter product life cycles and how it impacts business.
Board diversity could be good!
Director trading with the co-op 100%.
Proper labor utilization.
Diversifying the business.
Crisis contingencies (terrorists, BP, fraud, etc.)
Staying strategic…how do you do it?

42.

Do we encourage greater share of non-member business at the expense of the
existing membership?
We must invest in intangibles (people, process, alliances).
Co-ops think too small.
Manager vs. board roles.

43.
44.
45.

STEPS IN ORGANIZING A COOPERATIVE


Determine if the concept and effort is for the right reason.



Form a research or exploratory group to study all issues regarding a start-up venture.



Hold a series of “interest” or group meetings (and/or conduct membership surveys) to determine
momentum for the movement and to establish some parameters.



Form a steering committee (which usually becomes the initial board of directors of the group) to
keep the group moving forward and the message focused.



Invite professional assistance to early meetings to drown co-op mistruths and myths before
issues get out of hand. (i.e. Billy Curb at the USDA Rural Business-Cooperative Service in
Temple at 254-742-9775, Tommy Engelke at the Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council at
512-450-0555 in Austin, Dr. John Park at Texas A&M University at 979-845-1751 and Marc
Adams at CoBank in Lubbock at 806-788-3700)



Conduct an economic feasibility study.



Establish a formal board of directors.



Develop structure parameters (exempt vs. non-exempt, open vs. closed membership, equity
levels, stock retirement, bylaws, etc.)



Charter the organization with the Secretary of State.
Secretary of State
PO Box 12697
Austin, Texas 78711
(512) 463-5555
www.sos.state.tx.us



Establish a clearly defined and communicated mission for the business.



Work to create/promote/generate membership (i.e. frequent membership meetings, etc.)



Hire a general manager.



Acquire facilities.



Conduct a general manager/board of directors strategic planning retreat.



Hold frequent regional membership meetings to secure confidence of the patrons in the early
years.

EXEMPT VS. NON-EXEMPT
Cooperatives pay all real estate, payroll, and excise taxes applicable to other types of business
organizations. The treatment of farmer cooperatives in respect to the federal corporate income
tax, which is levied on the income of corporations, depends primarily upon their classification as
exempt or nonexempt from this tax.
NONEXEMPT cooperatives pay the federal income tax on all of their margin except amounts
returned as patronage refunds in accordance with their bylaws or other contractual agreements.
This exclusion of qualified patronage refunds is available to any business wishing to operate with
such a cooperative feature.
EXEMPT cooperatives are not subject to federal income tax if all of their net margin (after payment of limited returns on capital, if any) are paid or allocated to patrons as qualified patronage
refunds. If all of their margin is not paid or allocated, the exempt cooperative must pay the federal income tax on the remaining portion. Payments and qualified allocations are income to the
patrons and are taken into account by the patrons on their individual income tax returns. Thus,
the tax treatment of the margins of exempt farmer cooperative is similar to the tax treatment of
income of partnerships which is taxed in the hands of the individual partners.
Only about half of the farmer cooperatives have an exempt status. These must meet rigid operating and accounting requirements and file annual reports verifying the cooperative nature of their
organization.

TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP
Open…
This form of membership is how most all-traditional agricultural cooperatives originated. It basically implies that anyone meeting the membership qualifications (is an agricultural producer,
pays their membership/equity/fee/stock, etc.) can become a member.
Closed…
This form of membership is not that well known, but seems to be the predominant structure
in recent decades. Farmers and ranchers who structure in this format are generally the larger
producers of a community who want more of a voice in the affairs of the company without the
interference of many smaller members—who’s needs are much different. Membership is not
usually based on biased or personal selection, rather the initial equity investment is set so high
that membership becomes limited to the larger producers that can afford the initial investment
required.

COOPERATIVE DIRECTORS CODE OF CONDUCT
A strong vibrant cooperative has many key elements that are functioning at a high level. These
include strong membership support, exemplary management, and a visionary, cohesive board of
directors. One of the key elements of an effective board of directors is establishing expectations
for the board as a whole and for individual board members. This Code of Conduct represents our
board’s collective expectations and by signing it I agree to adhere to these expectations. I further
agree that if I find these expectations inappropriate in the future I will express my concerns to the
board of directors so we as a board can address these inconsistencies.
1. I will make all decisions based on my belief of what the best interests of the cooperative
and its members are. The effect these decisions will have on my individual situation will
not overly influence my decision making process.
2. I understand that each director is expected to faithfully attend and participate in all
meetings. This includes asking discerning questions of management and my fellow
directors, seeking the opinion of my fellow directors and respecting those opinions when
offered.
3. I will share my opinion on issues before the board of directors and vote according to my
convictions and I will support the decisions made by the board even if they are contrary
to the decisions that I would make. I will not only support those decisions in the
boardroom but I will also defend those decisions outside the boardroom.
4. I recognize that as a director I am held to a higher standard than the rest of the members. I
agree to patronize the cooperative whenever possible and if that is not possible I will
address these concerns within the confines of the boardroom. I agree to follow all
company policies including paying my account in a timely manner in accordance with
my cooperative’s credit policy.
5. I agree to maintain a high level of confidentiality regarding all discussions within our
boardroom. This in particular applies to all personnel matters, negotiations the
cooperative may enter into with another company, any private contracts the cooperative
enters into, and any matter regarding an individual patron of the cooperative.
6. I will not allow my personal feelings or agendas to influence my involvement in the
decision making process of the cooperative. This includes personal attitudes toward
management, staff or other employees.
7. I will not attempt to interfere in the daily operations of the cooperative. I will strive to
ensure that the board serves to set policy and direction for the management staff to
implement. I will support in word and action the management staff of the cooperative
both in and outside the boardroom.

- more -

COOPERATIVE DIRECTORS CODE OF CONDUCT
8. I recognize that my primary fiduciary responsibility is to strive to serve the needs of our
members while protecting their equity investment. I will not support any undue
assumption of risk by the cooperative and will work to ensure proper guidelines and
constraints have been established for management to follow. I will also ensure that
processes are in place for the board to monitor adherence to these policies.
9. I will work to ensure proper advisors including attorneys and auditors are enlisted to
provide professional services and I will give their advice and counsel appropriate
consideration.
10. I understand that one or more directors do not have authority to act for or on behalf of the
cooperative unless authorized by the board through formal board action.
If at any time I am not comfortable with how the board of directors or any individual director is
functioning, I will approach the Chairman of the board to address these issues.
This Code of Conduct was developed to help establish what we expect of each other as directors.
These standards are meant to apply to the board as a body as well as to individual directors. By
signing this document I am pledging to my fellow directors that I understand the contents of this
document and agree to follow these guidelines.

Signature

Date

COMMON PROBLEMS FACED BY
NEW / START-UP AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES
(“Generally speaking, the theory and concept of a cooperative is like motherhood and apple pie, but
execution, success rate, and track record of running a new one is challenging.”)
1.

Three or four of the original organizers have a hidden agenda for starting the cooperative and thus
it gets organized for the wrong reasons.

2.

Lack of establishing and agreeing to internal controls:





Poor bookkeeping.
No audit or one done by an unqualified practioner.
No oversight of the finances.
No agreed upon, closely followed and adequately monitored annual operating budget.

3.

No accurate economic feasibility study conducted.

4.

Lack of an effective, and universally agreed upon financial commitment from the membership.

5.

In order to save money, lack of obtaining legal, tax and professional counsel.

6.

Not adequately and honestly communicating with the membership.

7.

In the early discussions with the membership, cooperative myths were not thoroughly
communicated and/or understood.

8.

The board tends to meddle into management affairs in abundance.

9.

In an effort to accommodate the membership with appropriate and all-encompassing director
representation, the board rapidly becomes too large to be effective.

10.

Lack of hiring an appropriate co-op manager and then failing to properly compensate them.

11.

Lack of conducting a thorough strategic plan with the manager and director team.

12.

After initial years of start-up, larger volume members (who bring about 80% of the business to the
operation) no longer feel treated fairly, yet they have just one vote like all of the smaller members.

13.

When a few of the directors find a more attractive economic service elsewhere, they decide to take
their business to a competing interest (which causes image problems in attracting new members
and maintaining the existing one).

14.

Many are formed as closed cooperatives, usually being the larger farmers in the area.

15.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

16.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Meetings-Strategic Plans-Common Problems – Revised 2/2/2015

ADVANTAGES OF TRADING THROUGH A COOPERATIVE
By the Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council



Some say trading through a cooperative gives people a sense of calmness and of harking back to
a more simple and peaceful time and thus is therapeutic.



Co-ops generally offer greater expertise and service regarding products they sell and market,
versus the large box and chain stores that literally sell products only and thus no sense of
allegiance to the customer.



Largely, cooperatives were started years ago to allow smaller and average size farmers the ability
to compete collectively against the larger independent and multinational companies in the food
and fiber industry.



Whether it is perception or reality, many people associate quality, durability, and honesty when
they trade through a co-op.



There is a sense of “unity” and “community” in a cooperative due to the nature of joint
ownership among the patrons.



The structure has become so popular during recent turbulent decades, that although some new
businesses are not chartered as a cooperative, they have copied, act like, and operate like a
cooperative (i.e. independent cotton marketing pools, etc.).



Dollars spent at the co-op generally stay in the community and are not shipped off to another
state or country.



Being a member of a co-op allows you annually to attend the business meeting of the firm to
explore how it is operating financially and administratively. In an independent business you are
not allowed to do so.



For many who trade in the co-op, there is a feeling that “by doing business in the co-op, I am
helping the survivability of the backbone of this country---farmers and ranchers.” It is almost a
sense of duty, honor, and patriotism.



This business structure allows a farmer or rancher to have a voice and a minimum of one vote in
the affairs of the company.



Co-ops generally formed during periods of economic adversity and as such they are born of
conviction, resulting in greater staying power and loyalty of the patron.



In a cooperative, rather than the board of directors being hand-picked by large investors, they
are elected from within the members of the organization, thus handily demonstrating democratic
control.



Unlike the big box stores, upon entering a cooperative, generally speaking, you are treated with
instant respect because the employees usually know you and what you are looking for.



The joint ownership of a cooperative by numerous farmers not only spreads the risk of operating
a business within a very volatile industry, but it also lowers the exposure to those producing the
food and fiber.

Advantages of Trading Through a Cooperative – Page 2



At times, cooperatives are started due to a service not being provided in a community or that
service not being provided at a competitive price. Thus, cooperatives tend to keep the
competition honest in rural communities.



Being dependable in good times as well as bad is the cornerstone of a good business today. As
part owner of this business in a volatile industry, you have a higher degree of confidence to trade
with the firm knowing that you can depend on your own business.



Years ago, farmers were solely price-takers and to a large degree lacking marketing expertise.
Today, co-ops are large enough to employ the marketing expertise in-house, thereby giving
farmers greater profit and marketing security.



In an unusual yet significant display of importance, cooperatives have their own agency at USDA.
It is called the “Rural Business, Cooperative Service” and is one of 19 federal agencies (i.e.
Extension Service, Farm Service Agency, Natural Resource Conservation Service, etc.) within USDA.



Cooperatives are a value-added tool. They have long been regarded by many as “the extension
of a farmers farming and ranching enterprise” just as a tractor, plow and land are large
components of the business. In this regard, many co-op members own the food and fiber
system much further up the food chain and as such reap the financial rewards as well.



Companies are in the business to make money whether they are privately owned or a large
Fortune 500 firm. In the case of the cooperative, all margins made by the business are returned
to the owners in an equitable manner---not to just one individual as in the case of an
independent owner.

Co-op RISK Exposure Model
VIABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
1. GOVERNANCE---assessment, education, attendance, balance, succession, election and
voting processes, confidentiality, compensation, challenging directors, policies in place for
management to operate, trading most of their business with the co-op.

2. OWNER EXPECTATIONS AND VALUE---also satisfaction and addressing age
categories.

3. GOVERNMENT REGULATION---assessment and compliance, political influence and
standing.

4. LABOR---utilization, costs, succession, education, availability, age variability, quality,
service-oriented, changing expectations, jeopardizing the business on one individual,
evaluation and performance standards.

5. LEGAL PROTECTION AND EXPOSURE---insurance, internal controls, audits.

6. PRUDENT GROWTH---Criteria for evaluation, ability to finance it, core vs. diversification,
relationship with bankers, capital accessibility, non-traditional ventures and structures,
competitive position.

7. STAYING STRATEGIC---methods, frequency, evaluation and assessment, board vs.
management roles

8. BUSINESS MODEL---flexibility, impact on RISK, raising capital, communication ability.

9. ASSET AND FACILITY UTILIZATION AND CURRENTNESS---Equipment state of the
art, meet efficiency standards, over or under capacity.

10. FINANCIAL HEALTH---Current on stock retirement to have value, ability to retain funds
for growth and risk exposure in lean years, efficiency, cost controls, ability to cash flow
under a variety of scenarios, stability, price management, manageable accounts
receivables.

Importance
A–B–C

Score
1 – 10






















Management assessment of seasonal labor needs.
Consider major policy changes and additions.
Begin process to determine ginning charges.
Attend TACC Cooperative Board Chairmen’s Conference.
__________________________________________

AUGUST

Conduct open house.
Determine ginning charges.
________________________________
________________________________

SEPTEMBER

Monitor ginning progress.
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________







Board approval of budget.
Board review of co-op insurance program.
Conduct annual board planning retreat.
Annual review of the co-op’s risk management policy.
__________________________________________

JULY

*Should also include goals addressed
in the co-op’s strategic plan.

COTTON

…Sequence of Events

____________
(year)

FEBRUARY

Appoint Nominating Committee.
Attend TACC Director Development Program.
________________________________
________________________________

OCTOBER

JANUARY






ANNUAL CO-OP BOARD GOVERNANCE
PROGRAM OF WORK

NOVEMBER

Monitor ginning progress.
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

and improvements.
 ________________________________
 ________________________________

 Monitor ginning progress.
 Begin determination of repairs, expansion

Monitor ginning progress.
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________






DECEMBER

(Fiscal Year End)

_________________












JUNE

Determine patronage distribution.
Board review the audit.
Conduct annual meeting.
Conduct director elections.
Reorganization of the Board.
Determine auditor for the coming year, if necessary.
Monitoring planting preparation activities.
__________________________________
__________________________________

MAY

Monitor planting preparation activities.
Conduct the audit.
Begin budget preparation process.
Board annual visit with the banker.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

Prepared by the

Conduct manager evaluation process.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Monitor planting preparation activities.
Conduct New Director Orientation…or delay until DDP


















APRIL

Attend TACC/CoBank Joint Cooperative Meeting.
Review Rolling Three-Year Capital Improvement Plan.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

MARCH






















_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

AUGUST

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

SEPTEMBER

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________







__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

JULY

*Should also include goals addressed
in the co-op’s strategic plan.

COTTON

…Sequence of Events

________________
(Year)

FEBRUARY

OCTOBER

JANUARY

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

ANNUAL CO-OP BOARD GOVERNANCE
PROGRAM OF WORK

NOVEMBER

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________






________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________






DECEMBER

(Fiscal Year End)

__________________


















JUNE

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

MAY

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Prepared by the

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
















APRIL

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

MARCH
























Board meet with banker on financing needs.
Conduct the annual meeting.
Quarterly review of input pricing policy issues.
Attend TACC Board Chairman’s Conference.
Determine auditor for the upcoming year, if necessary.
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

AUGUST

Management assessment of seasonal labor needs.
Reorganization of the Board.
__________________________________
__________________________________

SEPTEMBER

Conduct New Officer Orientation…or delay until DDP
Quarterly review of accounts receivables position.
________________________________
________________________________

OCTOBER

 Monitor harvesting activities.
 ________________________________
 ________________________________

and issues.

 Quarterly review of input pricing policy

NOVEMBER

JANUARY

_____________
(Year)

FEBRUARY

training.
 Quarterly review of input pricing policy and issues.
 _________________________________________

 Board meet with banker on financing needs.
 Determine repairs, expansions and improvements.
 Attend TACC Director Development Program








Review Rolling Three-Year Capital Improvement Plan.
Quarterly review of accounts receivables position.
Monitor harvesting activities.
Board approval of the budget.
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

JULY

*Should also include goals addressed
in the co-op’s strategic plan.

GRAIN
and
FARM SUPPLY

…Sequence of Events

ANNUAL CO-OP BOARD GOVERNANCE
PROGRAM OF WORK

Quarterly review of accounts receivables position.
Annual board review of credit policy.
________________________________
________________________________

management policy.
 ________________________________
 ________________________________
 ________________________________

 Annual review of the co-op risk

DECEMBER

(Fiscal Year End)

__________________


















JUNE

Conduct the audit.
Quarterly review of input pricing policy and issues.
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

MAY

Quarterly review of accounts receivables position.
Monitor planting preparation activities.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

Prepared by the

Appoint Nominating Committee.
Monitor harvesting activities.
Determine patronage distribution.
Board review the audit.
Conduct manager evaluation process.
Begin the budget process.
___________________________________________
___________________________________________













APRIL

Monitor planting preparation activities.
Conduct annual board planning retreat.
Board review of co-op insurance program.
Consider major policy changes and additions.
Attend TACC/CoBank Joint Cooperative Meeting.
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

MARCH





















NOVEMBER

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________







JANUARY

_______________
(Year)

FEBRUARY

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________







__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

JULY

*Should also include goals addressed
in the co-op’s strategic plan.

GRAIN
and
FARM SUPPLY

…Sequence of Events

ANNUAL CO-OP BOARD GOVERNANCE
PROGRAM OF WORK

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

AUGUST

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

SEPTEMBER

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

OCTOBER

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________






DECEMBER

(Fiscal Year End)

___________________


















JUNE

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

MAY

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Prepared by the

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
















APRIL

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

MARCH

N/A

Yes
eligibility

No
Yes
Yes
No

Nominate

Close nomination

Reopen nominations

Object to consideration of
question

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes, if subject
related

Yes

Lay on table

Yes

No

Divide the question

Yes

Refer or commit

No

No

No

Yes

Call for previous question

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Postpone indefinitely

Yes

Call for a division

Yes

Postpone definitely

Yes

No

Yes, if
motion
debatable
No

Yes

Yes, if
motion
debatable

Yes

Yes

Extend or limit debate

Yes

AMENDABLE

Yes

DEBATABLE

Appealing decision of chair

Yes

Amend an amendment

Incidental

Yes

Amend

Subsidiary

Yes

REQUIRED

SECOND

Principle or original

TYPE OF MOTION

Main

CLASS OF MOTION

- over -

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

QUESTION
PENDING

IN ORDER IF

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

SPEAKER

INTERRUPT

TABLE OF MOTIONS

2/3 neg.

Majority

2/3

N/A

Majority

None

Majority

Majority

Majority

2/3

Majority

Majority

2/3

Majority

Majority

Majority

VOTE
REQUIRED

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

No

No

No

N/A

No

Prevent consideration

Add to list of nominees

Only negative
vote
No

Limit number of nominees

Place in nomination

Consider parts separately

Secure a counted vote

Ensure majority agrees with
ruling of chair

Set aside item of business
temporarily

Place business in hands of a
committee

Close debate immediately
and vote

Kill a motion without bringing
it to a vote

Delay action

Adjust length of time of
discussion

Alter or modify amendment

After or modify motion

Introduce new business

PURPOSE

No

N/A

No

No

Yes

Yes, but motion
goes also
No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RECONSIDERED

No

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

Yes

TABLED

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ratify or censure

Take from table

No

Call for orders of the day

Rescind

Yes

Fix time to adjourn

Yes

No

Raise a question of privilege

Reconsider

Yes

No

Withdraw a motion

Take a recess

Yes

Method of voting

Yes

Yes

Suspend the rules

Adjourn

No

Make a request

SECOND
REQUIRED
No

TYPE OF MOTION

Rise to point of order

with motion to which it applies.
N/A – not applicable
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Unclassified

Privilege

CLASS OF MOTION

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, if
motion
reconsidered
debatable

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to
change time
and place
No

Yes

Yes

Yes, the
length of time
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

QUESTION
PENDING

IN ORDER IF

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

AMENDABLE

No

Limited

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

DEBATABLE

No

No

No

Yes, if time
is factor

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

SPEAKER

INTERRUPT

TABLE OF MOTIONS

Majority

No

Yes

Yes

Majority, but 2/3
if no advance
notice given
Majority

Yes

No

Without or 2/3
negative

Majority

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Majority

Decide without

Majority

Majority

None

Majority

2/3

Decide without

None

VOTE
REQUIRED

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

TABLED

No

Yes

Affirmative vote
not reconsiderable

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

RECONSIDERED

Bring before group motion
previously tabled.

Approve or disapprove all or
part of an action (committee
report, etc.)

Void previous action of
organization

Secure new vote on motion
previously voted

Determine order, special
orders, or abide by order

Set time for next meeting

Obtain immediate action in
emergency

Provide intermission

End of meeting

Withdraw a motion before it
is voted on

Determine voting procedure

Facilitate business against
organization rule

Secure information

Enforce the rules

PURPOSE

Finance and Legal
Understanding Financial Integrity in Cooperatives
•
A two-page paper titled “Glossary/Appendix” of financial terms used in
		cooperative circles
•
A two-page paper titled “Balance Sheet Ratios” and how certain rations are
		calculated
•
A three-page paper titled “Why Is Working Capital Important”
•
A two-page paper detailing the “cost” associated with carrying accounts
		receivables
Legal Obligations of Co-op Directors
The first article details the legal role of a co-op director. It explains concepts such as - duty of
care, duty of loyalty, and duty of obedience.
The second article provides a helpful summary of the legal formation of co-ops.
The third article, prepared by CoBank titled “Legal Responsibilities of Cooperative
Directors,” is a two-page paper covering:
•
The use of outside resources and professionals
•
25 checklist items regarding director liability

The Legal Role of a Director
1. Hire one staff person to manage the company ---- the CEO ---- and that person is the sole
conduit to and from the board of directors and the staff.
2. A board member has very little authority over a company, but collectively as a team, the
directors can move mountains and have the authority to act and direct on behalf of the business
---- usually through policy development and guidelines. They have no daily, hands on, or
operational responsibility other than action through the CEO.
3. The three basic “duties” imposed and empowered upon directors …
A. The Duty of Care
a. Directors are not required to make perfect decisions or error free judgements,
but they are held liable to make decisions by obtaining adequate and reputable
information from which to make a business decision. Some refer to this as “the
business judgement rule.”
b. Directors are not required to attend all board meetings but should and court
cases have held that a reasonable number are made where judgement has been
exercised as a well – informed and educated member of the leadership team
and where efficient allocation of time has been given to decisions by all
directors. It is also held that a director will be presumed to have knowledge of
the agenda at a meeting even if they were not present for the meeting.
c. Directors are not expected to operate the company on a day to day basis, but
they are entrusted to delegate those actions via one person in the company --the CEO.
B. The Duty of Loyalty
a. The directors are entrusted to exercise their powers in the interest of the
company, not themselves.
b. Directors should disclose any conflict of interest or any perception of conflict of
interest and should remove themselves from the matter as situations warrant.
c. Directors are bound by rules of confidentiality in all sensitive and appropriate
matters of the organization.
C. The Duty of Obedience
a. Directors must uphold and obey all professional and compliance rules in the
daily course of business operations. This includes operating within the authority
granted to them by the bylaws, articles of incorporation, and federal and state
statutes and regulations.

LEGAL FORMATION OF COOPERATIVES
Predecessors to today’s modern cooperatives were first formed in the mid-1800's in England. However,
many cooperatives, as we know them today, were established in the 1920's and 1930's during a period of
economic adversity. They were formed primarily for three reasons:
1) to provide services, products or marketing alternatives to member-owners that
otherwise were not being provided in the area or;
2) to provide these services, products and marketing alternatives to member-owners at a
more competitive price or;
3) to allow smaller farmers and industry owners the opportunity to compete against
the larger entrepreneurs in the same business in a collective and bargaining fashion.
The Capper-Volstead Act, a federal law enacted in 1922, provides limited anti-trust protection to
cooperative marketing associations engaged in interstate and foreign commerce. It gave producers the
legislative foundation necessary to act together collectively to market their products without being in
violation of existing anti-trust legislation. In Texas, agricultural cooperatives are organized and chartered
under Chapter 52 of the Texas Agriculture Code, with oversight provided by the Texas Department of
Agriculture.
Under Chapter 52, they are known as “Nonprofit Organizations” as cited under Section 52.003. This
language states: “Because a marketing association is organized not to make money for itself or for its
members as individuals but only to make money for its members as producers, the association is
considered to be a non-profit organization.” In addition, co-ops are located under Section 171.069 of the
state tax code.
The contemporary cooperative of today provides services and benefits to its members in proportion to the
use they make of their organization rather than earning profits for the shareholders as investors.
Therefore, the focus of a cooperative is to meet its members' needs in an economical, efficient manner,
whereas the primary goal of an investor-oriented corporation, partnership, and sole/proprietorship is to
maximize profits for the owners of the business. It is this unique linkage between the owner and the user
of the cooperative business that sets it apart from its investor-oriented competition in our capitalistic
system.
To be chartered under Chapter 52, several things must happen in the cooperative:
a.
b.

c.
d.

you must be an agricultural producer to be a member,
voting is by one-member, one-vote, (unless you are a citrus or grain
cooperative, then proportional voting is allowed provided the membership
approves).
a minimum of five producer-members is necessary, and
at least 50 percent of the cooperative business must be with members.

Although not a part of Chapter 52, the maximum rate that cooperatives can pay on preferred stock
(initially equity money from the original organizers) is eight percent.
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Legal Responsibilities of Cooperative Directors
USE OF PROFESSIONALS
There is no question but that business, and particularly business regulation by the
government, is becoming more and more complicated. Cooperatives should not
hesitate to use business professionals that are available to them. This includes
auditors, attorneys, investment counselors, collection specialists and business
management consultants, to mention only a few. From personal experience, it appears
that cooperatives make better use of auditors than they do other professionals. Most
cooperative bylaws require that the books be regularly audited and reports given to the
members. In addition, the banks for cooperatives’ requirement that their borrowers
provide unqualified opinion audits had done much to promote the use of auditor and
accountants by cooperatives.
Often a cooperative is reluctant to use a professional because of the fear of his fees.
Whenever a cooperative uses a professional, the question of fees should be thoroughly
covered at the very beginning of the engagement. This will do much to alleviate later
misunderstandings.
All of the professions have done considerable work on what they call “Professional
Economics.” This means “How can I bill my clients, be fair to both of us, and make
them like it?” It probably would be good for a cooperative board of directors to
understand how professionals set their fees. Bar Association studies have shown that a
lawyer can expect half of his income to be needed to cover his expenses. This includes
office, library, secretary, supplies, and the expensive business equipment that he is
expected to use. The same studies show that the lawyer is doing well if he can bill for
1,000 hours a year. The typical 40-hour week provides for 2,000 hours in a year. The
lawyer can expect half of his time to be sued for office administration, community
service and similar unchargeable items. Therefore, an attorney that charges $50 an
hour would expect to gross $50,000 for the year and have a net income somewhere in
the neighborhood of $25,000. Law firms, of course, can redistribute these earnings by
paying less to their young associates and junior partners and more to their senior
partners.
A number of states have amended corporation laws to grant a kind of immunity from
liability to directors who rely on good faith on the advice of certain experts in
performing their duties. The principal example of this law is usually cited in Section 717
of the New York Business Corporation Law. After setting forth the directors’ duties of
the corporation, this section continues with a list of areas where the directors can rely
on information, reports, opinions, or statements prepared by person whom the directors
believe to have professional or expert competence.

CHECKLIST FOR DIRECTOR LIABILITY
The Business Insurance publication for September 16, 1974, contained an article
entitled, “Insured Moves to Prevent D & O Claims.” This article reported that the Dallas
County Hospital District furnishes to each of its hospitals a list of 25 rules of conduct for
directors, officers and trustees. These rules would make a good checklist for a
cooperative director.
























Attend board meetings regularly.
Exercise general supervision over the corporation’s affairs.
Investigate and audit the corporation’s decisions.
Bring your “business experience” and “common sense” with you to decide
corporate policies.
Pursue the warning signs that come to your attention that something is wrong.
Insist on regular and frequent board meetings.
Insist on meaningful board meetings with full disclosure of operating results.
Require the corporation to employ a CPA firm to audit the corporation’s records.
Require the corporation to engage competent legal counsel.
Require the corporation to set up an executive committee to examine and carry
out the board of directors’ policies
Require reports at the directors’ meetings of all committees of the corporation.
Evaluate officer performance; review the duties of officers periodically.
Select competent new executive officers.
Authorize legitimate corporate indebtedness.
Insist on policy as to retirement of directors, officers and employees at realistic
age and health condition.
Know the directors, officers and corporate organization you are asked to join.
Adopt and follow sound business policies.
Avoid self-serving policies.
Avoid conflict of interest.
Maintain a good credit standing for the corporation.
Observe the general corporation business laws.
Review the adequacy of the corporation’s insurance program.
Review the fairness of the indemnification granted directors and officers of the
corporations.

Human Resources
“The Board’s Role in Hiring a General Manager”
This 13-page paper was taken from a three-ring notebook prepared by a regional grain and
farm supply co-op regarding job placements in cooperatives. It covers…
•
Where to get advice and who to call when a general manager vacancy occurs
•
Questions to ask, as a board, when building the parameters for the position you
		want filled
•
Questions to ask during the interview
•
How to interview candidates
•
Selecting a candidate
•
Introduction and orientation once hired
•
A sample job description
The next paper in this segment is titled “Characteristics of the Model Co-op General
Manager” and was prepared by the Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council. A board may wish
to use this assessment paper when finalizing their decision on the hiring of the remaining two
or three candidates for a position.
Lastly, we provided two sample performance evaluation tools!
•
One is two pages and titled “2004-2005 Performance.”
•
The other is a five-page sample titled “Performance Level Rating Descriptions.”

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL CO-OP GENERAL MANAGER
CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL MANAGER

IDEAL

1. Business and financially focused.

10

2. Thoroughly understands co-op uniqueness and treats the
organization as an extension of a member's operation.

10

3. An effective communicator.

10

4. Demonstrated leadership capabilities.

10

5. Values the importance of evaluation.

10

6. A catalyst for vision.

10

7. Places a high priority on continual education and improvement.

10

8. A strong commitment to the co-op’s board and employees.

10

9. Customer “understanding” is a very high priority.

10

10. Committed to collective action for the good of the entire industry.

10

Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council

Frequently Asked Questions
175 of the Most Asked Coop Questions
This is a 26-page document titled “Do you Know Your Cooperative” containing 175 out of a
possible 191 of the most asked questions about cooperatives. Answers are given following the
question. The publication was developed by the Iowa Institute of Cooperatives for their
membership. A quick hit and well-organized reference for answers about cooperatives.

